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Abstract 
A comfortable home to rest after heavy work has been very 
important to Chinese. This is especially true in Hong 
Kong because of its limited space. Though income level 
has improved generally, thanks to the economic boom in 
the past several years, bank mortgage loan are usually-
sought when people purchase new houses. This project 
intends to study the current home mortgage market 
situation, and identify the major determinants of the 
demand for home mortgage, including market interest 
rates, average annual household income, and bank mortgage 
� policies such as the amount of down payment, etc. The 
actual data of some of these factors, such as rent, 
property price, etc., however, may not be available. 
Professionals have been consulted to identify proxies for 
these factors. A conventional demand model is then 
constructed in the form d(y) = f (xl, x2, x3, 
,xn) i.e. the demand for product y being a function of 
xl, x2, x3, , xn. Data from different published 
sources about the major factors are collected as the 
variables. The ^tistical analytical package SPSS is 
used to form the multiple regression analysis of the 
various factors, using the data over the past ten year. 
Current data may then be input into the tested model to 
i 
forecast the future demand for home mortgages. On this 
basis, • banks may assess the future market 
demand for home mortgages, and formulate the bank‘s 
strategies in the internal deployment of loan and human 





A "shelter" is one of the basic needs of mankind, 
particularly for the people in Hong Kong where land is so 
scarce. Shelter is one of the security needs that must 
be fulfilled before many other needs could be 
entertained . Although there are no published data on 
how purchasers finance their deals, it is well-known 
among estate agents, solicitors, and bank officers that 
most people would borrow from banks with their properties 
s 
as collateral. In fact, mortgage loans, the residential 
ones in particular, have become more and more important 
in banks * lending, possibly because of its lucrative 
high margin, and the growing demand for residential 
properties in town. 
This paper intends to identify the factors which affect 
the demand for mortgage loans for residential properties 
in Hong Kong, and derive a demand equation for it. 
Obviously, only the major factors are included in the 
equation to avoid inadvertently confusing the issue. The 
equation is intended for the use of a commercial bank to 
forecast the total market size of loans for residential 
properties. 
1 
Application of Demand Forecast 
The forecast can assist commercial banks to assess their 
volume of business and its planning. 
It is also important for a commercial bank to know the 
demand for residential loan, so that is can formulate 
better marketing strategies in product development, 
�� 
pricing, promotion and channels of distribution. 
Knowing the ingredients of the function of demand for 
loans, the bank will be able to focus on the niche market 
in which it can serve best and design products according 
to the profile of the customer. It can use the findings 
to determine the level of output it is willing to provide 
and the relevant operating costs. The bank can also, 
based on the demand forecast, formulate strategies on 
promotion and distribution• ^Resideirtial loan is a search 
product and customers can easily obtain the terms and 
pricing of the loan offered by various banks. As the 
product is similar and price is more or less fixed 
(although some banks offer particular low rates), it 
is therefore all the more important for a commercial bank 
to differentiate its products from the others. 
2 
Oraanistion of Paper 
Some background material on the topics this paper covers, 
will be discussed in Chapter 工工 to describe briefly the 
local property market, with emphasis on residential 
properties. Chapter 工工工 gives an overview of the home 
mortgage industry in Hong Kong, its structure as well as 
the different types of mortgages offered by banks. 
We will go through the theoretical framework and model 
building. Consumer Demand Theory, on which the demand 
forecast model will be established, is to be discussed in 
� Chapter IV. In the next chapter, different factors 
affecting demand are reviewed. Data on selected factors 
have been collected for building up the demand equation. 
Finally we focus on the analysis of the regression 
results and how the various factors will likely affect 
the demand for mortgages. An estimate of the mortgage 
demand half year later has also been made. 
3 
CHAPTER 工工 
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY MARKET IN HONG KONG 
An Overview of the Present Property Market 
The complexity of Hong Kong * s property market has changed 
dramatically over the past two years. There is no doubt 
that the Tiananmen Square Incident has had a sobering 
effect on the property sector (along with other aspects 
of the Hong Kong economy) , but many of the ingredients 
for a slow-down in certain property sectors were already 
in place well before the events of June 1989. The 
s 
political turmoil was, to some extent, simply a catalyst. 
It is the economic realities that affect property 
markets. 
Among others, overbuilding is perhaps one of the most 
significant factor. The general euphoria about property 
in the late 1980s as rents and values reached ever higher 
levels encouraged many companies to build incessantly in 
anticipation of ever higher profits. The result has been 
a surfeit of new property projects. The over-supply 
became acute when the demand for property was affected by 
the recession in North America and Europe which spilt 
over onto the local economy. As a result of both 
economic and 
4 
political forces广 diverging trends - emerged in the 
local property market with some sectors moving downwards, 
others moving sideways or showing luodest growth. The 
residential property sector (particularly the 
small-to-medium sized flats) should remain firm since it 
is underpinned by growing disposable income brought about 
by labour shortage, the relatively low affordability 
ratio and the downward trend in interest rates. 
The Hong Kong residential property can be divided 
basically into two sectors: a) the small to lasdium size 
sector consisting of flats up to 1076 sq. ft, (100 sq.in,) 
which are mostly owner-occupied； and b) the luxury sector 
comprising apartments over 1076 sq,ft. defined：as class D 
and E by Government which are largely purchased for 
� investment^ detail breakdown of the sector is 
illustrated in figure 2.1, Different forces influence 
the trends in the two respective residential markets. In 
this project, only the small to medium size flat market 
is studied, since it is by far the most important in 
terms of transaction value, while the luxury sector takes 
2 
up only 8% of the private residential sales markets. 
Moreover, as Richard Ellis reported, the classification 
of luxury market is getting blurred. 
. . • 1 It - t-
1 一 Please see section on affordability on page IZ 
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6 
The smaller flat market is by far the most important in 
meeting Hong Kong‘s housing needs. Its characteristics 
are : 
a. dominated by owner-occupiers rather than tenants; 
b. almost three quarters of the total number of private 
units in Hong Kong are smaller than 753 sq.ft. (70 
sq.m.) (private housing accounts for only 49.1% of 
the total housing stock in Hong Kong)• 
c. demand affected by demographics and affordability of 
households. 
The potential demand for lower cost apartments, if one 
were to ignore affordability, is vast because the market 
is hardly saturated. Saturation is not expected in the 
near term. As shown in Table 2.1, the overall vacancy 
rate has remained fairly low, at around 4%. 
7 
Table 2.1 
Private domestic property : supply and demand 
New 
c 3 year supply take-up vacancy 名 
1980 24500 20200 16700 3 .5 
1981 33500 18000 29700 5.9 
1982 23100 19300 31200 6.0 
1983 21600 26200 24400 4.5 
1984 22300 23500 22400 4.0 
1985 29900 29500 22100 3.7 
1986 34100 30300 24700 3.9 
1987 34400 35100 22300 3.4 
� 1988 34500 33900 20200 2.9 
1989 36500 23700 30300 4.2 
1990 27400 
Source : Property Review, Rating and valuation 
Department, Hong Kong Government 
Vacancy 
3 X 100% 
total cumulative supply 
8 
According to Government statistics. Hong Kong‘s total 
housing stock by 1991, including private and public 
housing, will be 1.5 million units, compared with a total 
of 1.71 million households living in the territory"^. 
Assuming one flat for each household, the above 
statistics imply that there is a shortfall in physical 
accommodation of some 210,000 units. This excess demand 
should continue to underpin the buoyant small-to-medium 
residential market over the medium-term. 
Demand has remained firm 
� What has surprised many observers of the residential 
market has been the relatively strong performance of this 
sector since the June 4th event in 1989. In the 
immediate couple of months after June 4th, the volume of 
property transactions fell very sharply. The following 
chart/>s^ows a sharp drop in the number of property 
(Figure 2.2 ) 
4 
Hong Kong Government, Monthly Digest of Statistics 
-September 19^0 
9 
transactions. In terms of value, some areas of the 
residential market recorded a drop of as much as 20%. 
However, the drop in both transaction volumes and prices 
was remarkably short-lived with both volume and prices 
recovering shortly close to previous levels, particularly 
in the small flat sector. 
Figure 2.2 shows very clearly the abrupt downturn in 
transactions immediately after June 4th, the sharp drop 
in prices, and then the almost equally sharp uptick in 
sales and prices. By late 1989, prices had almost 
recovered lost ground and since then even showed a gentle 
V 
upward trend of about 10% per annum. Given that 
transactions are still active, price is growing only 
modestly and the relatively low level of new supply in 
the current year, it is believed that the prospects of 
this sector of the market is still good, both in terms of 
end user demand and of continued growth in values. The 
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Affordabilitv 
The question of affordability is vital to the Hong Kong 
residential market, since residential property has 
traditionally been expensive and unaffordable to a large 
proportion of the population. Therefore, the demand for 
residential property has been quite sensitive to people‘s 
income. Aff ordability, the key to the small to mediuin 
size residential sector, is a function of household 
income, property price, interest rate, and financing 
term. The most common measure is the "affordability 
ratio"• It is defined as the monthly mortgage repayment 
on 15 year 80% financing for an "average" apartment 
(commonly taken as a flat of 500 sq.ft.) divided by the 
� median monthly household income. This measure focuses on 
mortgage payments and is widely used because mortgage 
payments are directly linked to interest rate changes 
which have immediately impacts on the property market. 
As illustrated in figure 2.3, the ratio has been staying 
low in the past few years, suggesting that the people can 
afford to pay more to buy a flat. 
12 
Outlook 
Prices in the small-to-medium size residential sector had 
increased by 10-20% over the past year and are 10 —15% 
higher than the level prior to 4 June 1989. It is 
expected that prices within this sector will remain firm 
for the foreseeable future because of the following 
strong underlying fundamental factors 
a. continuing labour shortage will lead to upward 
pressure on wage. The unemployment rate remains low 
(1.4% averaging from September to November 1990) 
� while the average median household income rose to 
$9,459 in the third quarter of 1990, 13.5% higher 
than a year ago. 
b. interest rates are expected to remain at an 
affordable level of 10-11%. (The local prime rate 
during the last property crash of 1983-1984 was as 
high as 20%). 
13 
c. further declines in average household size. The 
average household size decreased from 4.2 persons in 
1976 to 3.7 persons in 1986, partly as a result of 
the growing westernisation of the population, but 
more importantly of higher disposable incomes. This 
trend is expected to continue. 




HOME MORTGAGE BUSINESS IN HONG KONG 
Definition 
A home-mortgage loan is usually lent against a legal 
mortgage which is defined as "the creation by deed of a 
legal estate or interest in land as a security for the 
payment of money due or to become due in favour of the 
person who takes the security subject to the mortgagor's 
right to have the estate so created extinguished on 
repayment of the loan with interest The mortgagor 
‘ (borrower) has the right to redeem from the mortgagee 
(lender) the mortgage upon full payment of the loan, 
interest and other incidental charges. On default of 
payment by the mortgagor the mortgagee (bank) can sell 
and even foreclose the property. Translating it into the 
perspective of a commercial bank, a residential loan is 
an advance lent by a bank to an individual who may be a 
home 
owner, landlord or speculator against a mortgage on 
a residential property. 
5 (C.B. Drover and R.W. Bosley, Sheldon's Practice and Law 
of Banking, 10th d., McFonald and Evans Limited 1972) 
15 
Typical Types of Mortgage Payments 
There are a number of mortgages with different payment 
structures, and 工 have selected several types which are 
mostly common found. 
Fixed—interest Rate Mortgages 
The interest payments for fixed—interest rate mortgages 
are based on the declining principal balance. Payments 
are structured so that principal payments, which are 
nominal during the early years of the mortgage, increase 
each month. The mortgage interest portion will, on the 
other hand, decreases. The monthly installment of this 
type of mortgage can be illustrated as follows ：一 





(1 + i/12) 12n 
P = principal 
i = annual mortgage interest 
n = mortgage terms in years 
16 
Generally, when interest rate increases, the percent of 
principal payment decreases in each monthly payment, 
therefore, the period of payment will be prolonged. 
Adjustable Rate Mortgages 
Adjustable rate mortgages, also known as variable rate 
mortgages, have interest rates vary against some standard 
interest rate indexes. For instance, as the prime rate 
changes, the monthly payment, the loan maturity, or their 
combination varies. In practice, banks vary the 
frequency of rate changes from six months to five years. 
In the U.S., indexes selected include mortgage interest 
rates on six—month Treasury Bills or interest rates on 
one, three, five year Treasury Securities. In Hong Kong, 
the mortgage rate is usually linked to the prime rate or 
Best Lending Rate quoted by the Banking Association. 
Graduated Payment Mortgages 
It usually begins monthly payments at relatively low 
levels and gradually increase payments at a predetermined 
rate. Initial payments are lower than payments under a 
fixed-rate mortgage. Banks grant this type of mortgage 
to borrowers who expect higher incomes as payments are 
graduated upward. This usually appeals to banks because 
graduated payment mortgages usually end with payments 
above comparable payments for a fixed-rate mortgage. 
17 
The monthly graduated mortgage payment for the first year 
can be illustrated as follows ：一 
6 
i + i/12 
. - l ( i n p ) (1+1/12 )n 
mp = 1 + 工 / 1 2 
i - 工/I2 
1 - ( )nl 
i + i/12 
mp = mortgage principal 
工 = a n n u a l graduation rate 
i = annual mortgage interest rate 
n = year of graduation 
ni = mortgage term in months 
6 William Shenkel, Real Estate, Finance, and Analysis 
18 
Source of Fund 
In Hong Kong, only banks and deposit taking companies are 
the major participants in the home-mortgage business. 
Deposits in- these financial institutions are invested in 
mortgages and other businesses. As illustrated below, 
banks, restricted banks and deposit taking companies make 
up almost the whole home-mortgage lending business in 
Hong Kong. Licenced Banks are the single largest 
7 
supplier of mortgage funds, accounting for 80.53% 
percent of the total home mortgages outstanding in June 
1990, to professionals and individuals in purchasing 
s 
private residential properties and the Home Purchasing 
Scheme for civil servants. The market share of Licensed 
Banks is followed by Restricted Licensed Banks and 
Deposit—taking Companies whose shares are 10.17% and 9.3% 
respectively. Moreover, further analysis shows that 
home-mortgage lending constitutes a substantial turnover 
of both restricted licensed banks and Deposit Taking 
Companies, viz, 41.5% and 36.9% respectively. However, 
it only accounts for 17.7% of licensed banks丨 total 
lending business. This is quite natural since banks‘ 
capital bases are much larger than the other two, and are 
more diversified into various types of business. 
7 
Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Monthly Digest of 
Statistics — September 1990 
19 I 
L 香 港 中 文 夫 搭 阁 卞 』 八 £ 1 
However, since the proportion of home-mortgage lending 
out of total lending for banks is still relatively low 
against the other two, the potential for banks to expand 
in this market is therefore perhaps higher. 
HOME MORTGAGE BUSINESS 一 a commercial bank perspective 
It is the goal of this project to focus more from the 
perspective of commercial banks. Since banks are the 
single largest supplier of mortgage loans, accounting for 
80.53% of the total market, 工 have looked into the 
different aspects that commercial bank will encounter. 
Liquidity 
The banking sector in the territory has experienced a 
o 
growth in its loan portfolio and liquidity. In 1988, 
loans grew by 23.5% over 1987 and the rate of liquid 
assets to total deposits increased from 39.7% to 41.9%. 
g 
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corp - Economic Research 
Department No.324, Performance of Finance Sector 一 
1988, December and 
No.324, 一 The Continued Development 1989 of 
Hong Kong's Banking Sector, November 1989 
20 
In 1989, the value of loans due to banking sector has 
grown by an average of 24.4% per annum while total 
deposit has increased by 22.5% per annum. Over this 
period, the total assets of the local banking sector have 
more than doubled. 
Secured Borrowers 
The high liquidity of the banking industry in the 
territory encourages the banks to lend the excess 
liquidity to secure borrowers. Among them, mortgagors of 
housing loans are the preferred customers. These loans 
\ ‘ 
are secured against the properties of the mortgagors who 
usually have a continuous and stable, if not increasing, 
incoine. Default rates on this sector of loans are 
extremely low and the banks would like to maintain a 
respectable portion of its loan portfolio on this item. 
In 1988, residential loans increased by 31.5% over 1987^. 
9 
(Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, 
Economic Research Department Report No. 3 24, Performance 
of Finance Sector - 1988, December 1989) 
21 
In the territory, land is scarce and living quarters are 
always under strong demand. Property prices have never 
dropped except for very short periods of time during the 
past ten years. Also, the fall in price in the recession 
period was more than compensated by the 
increase in price in the subsequent booming years. 
Overall, property price rises in the long run. 
Lucrative Market 
Another factor which attracts the banks • to enter the 
residential loan market is the lucrative nature of the 
s 
business. Usually the interest rate of the loan is set 
at one and a quarter per cent over the best lending rate. 
Comparing with the cost of funds, most of which is made 
up of customer deposit interest with a rate lower than 
the best lending rate by 4-6%, the bank skims the cream 
on the large spread of the mortgage loan. 
With all these factors it is not surprising that 65%^^ of 
the total loans and advances to professionals and 
individuals of commercial banks is for financing the 
acquisition of residential properties. 
10 Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Monthly Digest of 
Statistics - September 1990 
22 
Market Structure 
There are now about 162 commercial banks in the 
territory. However, not all of them are active in the 
residential loan market. The dominant ones are the Hong 
Kong Bank Group (40%) and the Bank of China Group (30%) 
(see Figure 3.1). 工t is interesting to note that all the 
banks participating in the market are also very active in 
广-
other business of retail banking. This is because the 
residential loans are complimentary to the other areas 
of business and will bring in add-on businesses to these 
institutions, such as personal overdraft facilities, �� . 
installment loans for furnitures, decoration and car, 
credit cards and deposit accounts. 
The high concentration ratio of the residential loan 
business (the two-firm and six—firm ratios account for 
70% and 93% respectively of the market) evidenced that it 
is an oligopolistic market structure. Another indication 
of this phenomenon is the practice of conscious 
parallelism by the banks on the interest rate of 
residential loans which moves synchronously with change 
in the best lending rate of the Hong Kong Bank. 
23 
Outlook 
Banks in the territory, eager for a larger slice of the 
retail banking pie, are now willing to finance 85 to 90 
percent of the selling price of an off-plan flat, 
compared with a maximum of 70 to 75 percent of the bank* s 
valuation of a completed unit only several years old. 
In addition to the favourable official mortgage terms 
offered by the banks to the off-plan flat buyer, it is 
common for banks to approve an additional personal loan 
to the purchaser, which effectively tops up the mortgage 
to some 95 percent of the selling price. 
With such attractive bank lending policies available, 
home buyers who were at the margin in the past, would opt 
to join the queue at the developer's sales office, even 
at the expense of a possible additional payment to 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Consumer Demand Theory 
The analysis begins by formulating a theoretical framework 
for our project. The demand for mortgages, just like other 
commodities, can be well explained and estimated by the 
Consumer Demand Theory. Home-mortgage loans, by 
definition, and for the borrower to finance their purchase 
of residential properties. The demand for home mortgage 
is basically derived from people's demand for residential 
� properties. The study therefore begins by examining the 
determinants of an individual's demand for the residential , 
mortgage. Basically, the demand for a commodity arises 
from the consumer‘s willingness and ability (i.e. income) 
to purchase. Consumer Demand Theory helps specify the 
quantity of a commodity demanded as a function of, or 
depends on, a number of factors such as the price of 
commodity, the consumer‘s income, the price of related 
•U 
commodities (substitutes) and the taste of the consumer, 
etc. 
26 
This can be expressed in the following functional form. 
Qd = f(Px'工'py' T ) 
The dependent variable (Qd), quantity of commodity 
demanded, is a function of a number of independent 
variables, price of product X (Px), consumer‘s income 
(Hi), price of product y (Py), etc. 
Economic Model 
Since a model is a simplified representation of reality, we 
S -
make use of economic model to study the demand of 
residential mortgage loan. 
In order to put the demand function into a measurable form， 
we employ the mathematical expression in the symbolic model 
to represent the demand function. It enables one to 
explain the change in demand for mortgage loan as a result 
of a change in the level of each of the independent 
variables. With the collection and analysis of the data, 
Qy, Xi, it may reveal a linear or sometiines nonlinear 
function. Since multiplicative form may be converted to a 
linear form by logarithm transformation, the linear 
equation is adopted to state precisely the assumed 
relationships among various variables. This relates to 
the explanatory devices of the symbolic model. 
27 
Qd = A � + AlPx + A^I + A3N + A^Py + + e 
where the ' A's are the parameters (coefficients) to be 
estimated by regression analysis and e is the error term. 
In such a linear model, the change in the dependent 
variable (Q^) for each one unit change in the independent 
or explanatory variables (given by the estimated 
coefficient for the variables) is constant regardless of 
the level of the particular variable. Once the 
coefficients are estimated, then we can substitute the 
different data into the corresponding variables to 




Assumption on the Mortgage Loan Supply 
Data on the mortgage loan used in this analysis however is 
the transacted value. It is the balance or equilibrium 
between supply and demand, and it may be argued that this 
is the amount of supply since data on supply is not 
readily available. However, judging from the bank 
liquidity's point of view, supply of mortgage loan from 
banks is large enough to meet any demand. Out of the 
total loan portfolio, only 17% is accounted for the 
residential mortgage loan. Thus it seems that there are 
still some more rooms for banks to expand. Moreover, the 
loan to deposit ratio (i.e. the HK Dollar loan used in 
Hong Kong to total bank deposit in Hong Kong) remains at a 
very low level^^' It was 52% in December 1989, and 
declined slightly to 49% December, 1990• This is indeed 
very conservative by international standard. A large 
portion of the deposit is not utilised. One may of course 
worry about the BIS capital adequacy requirement would 
refrain banks from expanding their loan assets. This 
worry is however perhaps not necessary since the Hong Kong 
11 . . . 
This is in contrast to figure usually announced which 
is around 1.31, but the figure is distorted since large 
portion of the loan is accounted by the offshore loan 
used in places outside Hong Kong. 
29 
Government has already imposed such requirement long ago. 
From the discussion with some bank officers, it was found 
that the liquidity available is so large, and competition 
between banks is keen , that one can assume that at any 
interest rate, the supply curve is very close to a 
horizontal line. i.e. it is perfectly elastic at each 
interest rate level. The mortgage loan transacted, under 
this assumption, can be used to trace out the demand curve 
at each interest rate level, by shifting the supply curve 
up and down. 
� Based on the demand equation, we could now try to identify 
the possible dependant variable and independant variables 





The dependent variable is the total market size of 
residential mortgage loan in Hong Kong dollars. 
Independent Variables 
The independent variables are the major factors that are 
likely to influence the total demand for mortgage loans. 
They are determined from various discussions with several 
existing consumer banking executives (see appendix I) who 
have an indepth knowledge of the residential mortgage loan 
market. Basically, they came up with the following 
independent variables that agree with that of the economic 
theory:-
A. Price of Mortgage Loan 
/ 
a. loan interest rate which is usually quoted by a 
spread of (1% 一 1-1/4%) over prime or best lending 
rate. 
b. bank handling charges which is the application fee 
charged by the bank for opening an account. 
31 
c. prepayment penalty which is charged if one repays 
the mortgage loan within one year. 
d. stamp duty which is collected by the government on 
the mortgage deed. 
e. registration fee is also collected by the government 
when the mortgage deed is registered with th% Land 
Office. 
f• legal fees charged by solicitor for the preparation 
of documentations. 
B. Price of related products/services 
a. Rent is a close substitute for mortgage loan 
instalment as one can lease a flat instead of 
purchasing a property. 
I 
b. property tax is a complementary charge. 
c. real-estate agency fee is also involved if one buy 




Household monthly income which contributes to the 
mortgage loan monthly repayment is a proxy of 
affordability. It directly affects the ability of the 
purchaser to fulfil their monthly mortgage payments 
and hence the demand for the property. Thanks to the 
previous economic booms, the average household income 
has been increasing in general in the past 10 years as 
illustrated in the data table on appendix I. 
\ 
D. Demographic structure , 
The number of households due to the maturing baby boom 
generation of the late 1950s and early 1960s, has been 1 
steadily rising. As illustrated in the population age ) 
profile below, the baby boomers have entered their ! 
> 
most productive years i.e., 25 - 40 years. As living 
standard have improved, more and more young people 
leave their parents to establish new family unit thus 
decreasing the average household size, and increasing 
the demand for housing. 
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E. Property Price Expectation 
The expectation of the general price level of 
residential property which will reflect the future 
supply and demand condition has an influence on the 
buying behavior of property and consequently on 
residential mortgage loan demand. Here we allow a 
certain time lag, or ineffeciency and the expected 
property price may be able to be reflected immediately 
on the current property market. 
N • 
F. Product Quality and Design 
a. Convenience is measured by the number of 
branches/offices that consumers can submit and 
discuss applications for residential mortgage 
loans. Another criteria of convenience is 
repayment by monthly autopay. 
b. Service quality which includes the turnaround time 
of application and attitude of the service 
personnel. 
c. Auxiliary services/products such as personal 
overdraft, personal loan for decoration, free first 
year fire insurance cover. 
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G. Bank Lending Policy 
a. Maximum percentage of advance (say 70%, 80% or 90%) 
which affects the affordability of the consumer in 
meeting the monthly instalment form the household 
income. 
b. Total number of years (say 10 or 20 years) of 




a. Cultural belief in owning one's property. 
b. Population change with immigration and emigration 
of people. 
c. Employment rate which affects the level of 
household income which in term affect the 
affordability. 
d. Foreign investors in the local residential market 
who affect the demand and supply conditions. 
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Some of the above independent variables are controllable 
by the banks which can modify their marketing strategy to 
influence the demand for mortgage loan. e.g. the spread 
on the loan interest rate, bank handling charges, 
prepayment penalty, product quality and design, bank 
lending policy. The banks do not exercise any control on 
the other variables (uncontrollable variables)• 
In order to estimate the demand for residential mortgage 
loan (dependent variable) , we made use of the statistical 
technique 一 multiple regression analysis. However, in 
order to overcome the problems in regression analysis 
i.e., multicollinearity, heteroscelasticity and 
autocorrelation we have chosen the following proxies of 
independant variables for estimation 
Independent Variables Proxies 
Price of mortgage loan 工 一 real interest rate 
Price of related products r 一 rent index 
工nc蒙 Hi - household income 
Demographic structure N - number of household 
Property price expection P - property price index 
36 
CHAPTER V 




The data we have collected e.g. household income, 
property prices, rent, interest rate and mortgage j • i 
loans, etc are all time—series data. That is, they ！ 
are values collected chronologically. In this | 
project, the time-series data between 1980 and 1990 
� were mainly collected from the government publication 
一 Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, and Property i 
i 
Review from the Rating and Valuation Department of the | 
Government. j 
- ！： j| 
The Dependent Variable | 
From the table "Analysis of Loans and Advances for Use j 
in Hong Kong", loans advanced by banks and deposit-
t a k i n g c o m p a n i e s to p r o f e s s i o n a l s and p r i v a t e 
individuals to purchase flats in the Home Ownership 
Scheme and to purchase other residential property are 
c h o s e n for analysis. We h a v e e x c l u d e d o t h e r 
commercial mortgage loans as they are not within the 
scope of study. 
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The Independent Variables 
According to our interviews with bank officers, 
property analysts and other related professionals, we 
have identified several factors which are considered 
to be the most influential ones in affecting the 
mortgage loan demand. The actual data collected on 
those factors were illustrated in Appendix 2. 
Household Income 
To determine the average monthly household income we 
have selected the statistics of 1981 and 1986 census. 
\ -
From the table "Domestic Households by Monthly 
Household Income," we take the mid—；point of each 
• income category and multiply it by the number of 
household that falls into this category. The 
aggregate sum is then divided by the number of 
household to derive the total monthly household 
38 
income for 1982 - 1985. In 1986, a census was 
c o n d u c t e d from w h i c h the h o u s e h o l d data w a s 
provided. The figure is adjusted with the nominal 
and then divided by the average household size in 
each year, to give the household income of 
1987-1990. The household income is adjusted in this 
manner since it is believed that household inoome 
should be growing in line with the GDP growth rate of 
the economy. 
The commonly used Government nominal wage index is not s 
used here since it probably seriously underestimates 
the rate of growth of wages and salaries in many 
sectors, particularly in service occupations, under ‘ 






The Best Lending Rate quoted by the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank is used for 七 h i s analysis though the 
actual cost of lending equals the best lending rate 
quoted by banks plus 1.25% which is a normal markup on 
residential loan mortgage. The actual rates vary with 
different banks and the Best Lending Rate is 
believed to be a reasonable proxy for the borrowing 
cost, and it offers simple accessibility. Moreover, ‘ 
( 
instead of using the nominal rate, the interest rate 
is adjusted with the inflation rate to give the real 
t 
i mortgage rate.工七 is the real cost of borrowing that ! N . ！ 
will directly affect the mortgage loan demand. The { 
- 1 
effect of inflation is already reflected in the i 
property price. Since the interest rate changed j 
during the year irregularly, in order to smoothen the 1 
impact, weighted interest rate (adjusted with the 
length of period it held) is used. The Consumer price ！ 
index (a measure of inflation rate) is then subtracted 
from the interest rate to give the real interest rate. 
This real rate is used in the whole analysis. The 
interest rates (3 month Interbank Rate and HSBC Prime 





































































































































































































































































































































The e f f e c t of rent on m o r t g a g e loan d e m a n d is 
represented by the Private Domestic Premises Overall 
Rental Index which is available in the Property Review 
published by the Rating Department of the Government. 





To determine the effect of property price on mortgage i 
\ loan demand, the Private Domestic Premises Overall ！ 
I 
‘ 1 
Price Index is chosen, which is also available in the i 
"Property Review". The movement of the Index in the 
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Number of Household 
： . . . . . . . . . 
The number of household is the total 'population 
divided by the average size of household., ： The average 
sizes of household in 1976, 1981 and 1986 were 
4.2,.3.9 and 3,7 persons respectively. As the change 
in the average size of household is gradual when 
people in Hong Kong are aiming at high level of living 
/ 
standard and reducing the number of children in the “ 
family, it is assumed that there is a straight-
line gradual decrease in the average - size of household.工之 ] 
» 
. [ 
The change of household size is illustrated in 
、 • I 
Figure 5.3. . , j 
•‘ 
：.•• \ ： i • ‘ • ‘； 
L .:...::::: ： i 
. .. I 
‘ 
- ... , V 12 
•estimations available in "Property Outlook 一 90" — 
James Capel 
‘ • ‘‘ • J t? . -r ? • 
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ANALYSIS 
In order to find the r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n t h e 
dependent variable Dm and the independent variables, 
HI, P, I, N, R,工> Multiple regression analysis was 
used. The Software Package for Social Science Student 
(SPSS) was used through-out the whole 
� analysis. 
. , i 
According to the findings of our interviews with ； 
various bank officers, they all believe that the size ！ 
j 
of 七he residential loan is a lagging indicator* of the ； 
past performance of an economy, i.e. it may be 丨 
I 
affected by the interest rates, personal income, etc. 
This opinion is also shared by "Business Conditions 
Digest" a monthly publication of the U.S. Department 




In the regression model, the independent variables are 
assumed to have a lagging effect of twelve months on 
the dependent variable. Two sets of data have been 
used here i.e. Data in June and December. These two 
sets of data each go through the regression process 
- - * 
independently to see if there is any difference for | 
• ：! 
the different sample data collected at different times ！: 
of the year. They can not be used in the same ；i 
regression model, since basically each of them | 
represents different time series curves. However, in i 
‘ I 
order to ensure that the best time lag is chosen, we ！ 
rerun the whole multiple regression process, but on a 
six month basis. If a reasonable good 
f 
relationship between the dependent variable and j 
independent variables is established, this regression | 
model can be used to forecast the future size of total 
residential loan based on currently available figures. 
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• • 1 t ； . 
We start the first regressional analysis on data from 
1980 to 1990. Each ser^ies of da七a represents the 
total residential loan (Dm) as at the "'end' of the 
calendar year and the value of the i n d e p e n d e n t 
variables as at the beginning of that calendar year. 
The SPSS programme is used to analyse the data and the 
initial results using all data are as follows 
N . . 
Jun/mid-year data Dec/year end data = • • .—— ...•. -
‘ • • - ： 
Adjusted R Square = 0.98264 0.99328 
Standard Error = 4950.45910 2693.11383 
F V a l u e = 1 0 2 . 8 7 8 5 0 ; 2 6 7 . 1 5 1 4 2 
(Appendix 4 ) (Appendix 3) ^ 
» 
• • - - . . - . , 
- - … … • ' • • • - . , 
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The results have several characteristics 
i. High R square 
ii. Some of the i n d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e s h a v e a 
substantially higher significant T value than the 
others. i.e. number of household has a particular 
high significant T value, above the acceptable 0.1 
level. 
“ 
Both the June and December datas do not have good F values, f 
though the year end December Data is bigger than the ！: 
half-year June data. :! 
• (li 
t • 
In order to sort out the optimal number of independent ？ 
、 - \ 
4 
variables and also the most influential independent. | 
variables, a backward elimination method is used here, it ( 
starts with all independent variables in the equation and i 
sequentially removes them. Independent variables with the • 
. 1 
highest significant T is removed first, and the remaining ‘ 
• ] 
independent variables are regressed against the dependent ] 
variable. This procedure repeats if the F value can be 
impiToved and the significant T value of each of the 
included factors is below 0.1. Thus the total number 
of the remaining variables is statistically optimal. 
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Both sets of data were used to run the abovementioned 
backward elimination procedure independently, and each 
resulted in its own final equation. 
The results of these procedures are summarised as 
follows:-
HI - household income 
工 一 real interest rate � • 
t 11 一 nominal interest rate ! 
• I 
P 一 property price index . ii R ~ rental index ! 
( • \ 





Independent HI,P,R, HI,P,R, HI,R, ) 
Variables used 工，N, 工 工 \ 
1 
4 
F Value 267.15142 416.53846 516.18932 
Adjusted R Square 0.99328 0.99461 0.99421 
Standard Error 2693.11383 2411.34599 2500.13169 
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As illustrated above, when the number of household is 
removed from the regression process, all three 
measurements have been improved. At the final stage, 
all the significant T values of each remaining factors 
were below the acceptable 0.1 level. Therefore, the 
optimal number of variables for the December data is 
three which consists of household income, real 
interest rate and rent. The details of the procedure 




The individual significant T value is as follows:- i i! |l 
. r r , i sig T 丨! 
I ) 、 ‘ ) 
« Household/income 0.0000 | ” i 
Rental index 0.0091 j 
Real interest rate 0.0804 | 
• s 
1 
. I Accordingly, the following equation is constructed ‘ 
4 
Dm = -47273.84431 + 12.73464(HI) + 167.91995(R) 
一 852.14313(1) 
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Implication of Equation 
Both Household income (HI) and rental payment (R) show 
a positive relationships with the amount mortgage loan 
demand (Dm), when one or both of the factors increase, 
the loan demand will likely income , assuming other 
constant. Real interest rate, on the contrary, shows 
a negative relationship with mortgage demand whenever • 
！i the real interest rate decreases, the mortgage loan : 
demand should instead increase. The result of the ( 
|| 
e q u a t i o n is c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the p r o j e c t i o n ' 
aforementioned. Moreover, the negative value of the ？丨 
> /； <i 
constant may imply that there is a minimum threshold ； 
- f 
value on the overall result of the three factors j 
before the mortgage loan demand to respond to these j 






Likewise, the June data is repeated for the multiple 
regression process, and the result is as follows:-
June Data: 
I n d e p e n d e n t H I , P , R , H I , P , R , H I , R , H I , N , 
Variables used N,工 N N 
ti 
* 
F Value 102.87850 159.40789 209.69995 300.89468 j 
Adjusted R Square 0.98264 0.98600 0.98583 0.98522 ‘ 
Standard Error 4950.4590 4446.24925 4472.53579 4568.15992 | 
t 
J 
、 - : 
the result is that household income and the number of ‘ 
• I 
household are two dominant v a r i a b l e s w h i c h a-re 
significant. By the same token, the following 
equation is constructed ! 
I 1 ^ 
Dm = 273822.97289 - 265.89458(N) + 30.64915(HI) 
Details of backward procedure were illustrated in 
Appendix 4 
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Implication of the Equation 
According to the equation, if the household income 
increases, the mortgage loan demand should increase in 
the same direction, while if the number of household 
4 
increases, the loan demand will decrease. However, the 
r e s u l t derived from the e q u a t i o n is q u i t e ‘ 
contradictory to what we have projected. We have ‘ 
discussed that when the number of household increases, 
the demand for residential property will likely ！ 
increase, therefore, more mortgage loan will be , 
demanded to finance the purchases. j 
‘ I 
1 
The regression result of the equations have been • 
s u m m a r i s e d in the f o l l o w i n g T a b l e 5 - 1 . 丨 
！ 
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Thus, from table 5-1, both the adjusted R square 
value and F value of Equation derived from December 
data are bigger than that of the equation derived from 
June data. Moreover, the signs of all independent 
variables in the equation deiriveci firom Decembeir data, 
are consistent with our expected theoretical 
relationships, while the signs shown in the Equation 
derived from June data contradict our expected 
• „ * 
relationship. Therefore, year end December data seem , 
“ ！ 
to be preferable in statistical terms to half-year j 
June data. 1 
\ 
�- I 
The same set of data was used with the lagging effect 
changed to 6 months, i.e. the data are regressed using ^ 
December and June data together. This is to test if j 
the 12—month lagging effect between the independent • 
variables and dependent variable is too long, or which ) 
time lag can give better forecast on the dependent 了 
variable. 
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The result is as follows:-
F Value = 370.52360 
Adjusted R square = 0.98982 
Standard error = 3481.82098 
« 
Similarly, backward elimination method is used and ！ 
I regression analysis is repeated. The results are 丨 
. I 
I 
summarised as follows:- (see Appendix 5 for details) � 
1 - I 
Independent variables HI, P HI, P HI, HI, 
used 工 ， N , R I, R 工， R R I 
‘ 1 
F value 370.521 442.31 579.03 845.51 i 
• 1 
Adjusted R square 0.98982 0.98935 0.98916 0.9888 i 
, I 
Standard Error 3.481.82 3561.29 3592.19 3639.89 . 
1 
The result of the regression shows that only the ！ 
household income and rental payment are the two most 
influential factors. The equation based on the data 
and regression result can be constructed as follow 
Dm = -56536.94077 + 215.23603(R) + 12.47821(HI) 
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IiHTDli cat ions of the Equation 
According to the equation, both the household income 
(HI) and rental p a y m e n t (R) h a v e a p o s i t i v e 
relationship with the mortgage loan demand, i.e. they 
mov/e in the same direction. 
A comparion of the equations derived from two set of 
data is tabulated in table 5.2. 
I' • 
I 
As illustrated in the table, both the adjusted R ！ 
I 
square as well as the standard error deteriorate ‘ ‘ 1 
* against the 12-month lagging results, and signs of 
• - ！ 
independent variables included in both equations show 
^ 1 
consistent relationships.with what we discussed in the / 
. 1 
previous sections. However, the F value of the 6- ‘ 
month lagging lagging result (845.50618 vs 516,18932), ‘ 
which necessarily means that the equation derived from ‘ 
the 6 month lagging data is much more significant at ‘ 
least in statistical terms. Moreover, even if both of 
the equations have the same explanatory power, the one 
w i t h s m a l l e r n u m b e r of f a c t o r s or i n d e p e n d e n t 
variables will usually be preferred, according to the 
- • -t -.r i-
law of p a r s i m o n y . 
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The result is quite interesting because it contrasts 
with what we have gathered from bank officers who 
usually expect a 12-month lagging effect. 
Nevertheless, there is neither any record nor any 
research statistics stating that a 12-month lagging 
effect is optimal or accurate in predicting the impact 
of the independent variables on the mortgage loan 
demand. The experience of the bank officers may be 
just a common belief in the industry only. However, 
though the 6—month lagging result is significant s . • 
statistically, we would not exclude any error incurred 
since the level of autocorrelation between the data is 
actually quite high. 
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Table 5.1 A comparison of different data 
Year-end Half-year 
Dec data Jun data 
0.99421 0.985 
F Value 516.18932 300.89468 
Signs of 
independent consistent inconsistent 
Variables 
� Table 5.2 A comparison of different time lag 
12 month time lag 6 month time lag 
F value '516-18932 845.50618 
Adjusted R Square 0.99421 0.9888 
Standard Error 2500.13169 3639.89 
Signs of 工 n d e p e n d - consistent consistent 
ent variables 
No. of factors three two 
included 
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In order to confirm that real interest rate is more 
meaningful and correlates better with the mortgage 
loan demand, relative to the nominal rate, we have also 
replaced the real rate with the nominal rate to run 




I n d e p e n d e n t HI, P ,R ‘ 
Variable used I, N 
I 
F value 551.78367 
I 
Adjusted R Square 0.99315 




All independent variables were included in the 
equation since the significant T value of each of the 
factor was below the acceptable level (0.1) . The 
equation can be constructed as follows : 
(see Appendix 6 for details) 
Dm = 192308 . 27885 + 3 6 8 . 2 0 4 8 1 ( R ) - 13 5 6 . 67493 (1) 
一 194.31058(N) - 115.09941(P) + 19.97564(HI) 
- * 
Implications of the equation 丨 
The equation shows a positive relationship between the 
t 
dependent variable (D^) and rental payment(R), 
household income (HI), while the nominal.interest rate 
、 
(I)， number of household (N) and property price (P) 
• * 一 
show a negative relationship with mortgage loan 
demands. Though the relationship between mortgage 
loan demand and rent, household income, nominal 
i n t e r e s t rate is c o n s i s t e n t w i t h our e x p e c t e d 
relationship, the property price and n u m b e r of 
household show inconsistent relationship, i.e. when 
property price and the number of household increase, 
the equation demonstrates that the mortgage loan 
demand will decrease, which is in contrast to our 
expected positive relationship• 
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p C" 
A comparion^his result with that derived from the 
real interest rate is in Table 5.3. 
As illustrated in the table, when the real interest 
rate is used, the F value is much bigger than that 
when nominal interest rate is used. More impoirtarrtly, 
the signs of independent variables in the derived 
equation using the real rate are consistent with our 
expected relation. Therefore, real interest rate is « 
I 
preferred to nominal interest rate, though the 
1 
adjusted R square and standard error is better when 
nominal interest rate is used. 
Hitherto, we have compared equations derived from 
different set of data, different time lags, and 
different interest rates. The equation derived from 
data using 6-month time lag, and real interest rate is 
the most significant in statistical terms. 
i.e. Dm = -56536.94077 + 215.23603(R) + 12.47821(HI) • 
We apply the equation on the latest available figures 
which are up to December 1990, and estimate the total 
residential loan for June 1991. 
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Table 5.3 A comparison between real 
and nominal interest rates 
using real using nominal 
interest rate interest rate 
F value 845.50618 551.78367 
adjusted R square 0.9888 0.99315 
standard error 3639.89 2856.70 
signs of independent consistence inconsistence 
v a r i a b l e 
no. of independent two five 
� variables included 
• - . v . . 
• ：• ' • . I •• * i • • ， • 
• -
• . • • • 
--- -I :i - i； 
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Dm = -56536.94077 + 215.23603 (265) ^ ^ + 12.47821(9636) 
=120740.6387 
Standard error 二 3639.89 (3%) 
At a confident level of 95% (2 standard errors), We 
are confident that the true value of total mortgage 
loan outstanding at June 19 91 will lie between 
HK$113,461 and HK$128,020 million. 
.-. . . — 
- • • «. I - • t • ‘ “ • . • 
‘ A bar chart showing the mortgage loan from 1980 to 
• . -





13 Since the Rental Index forDecember 1990 is not 
• i ；i : : 。 
yet available the figure used is adjusted by the 
•Jones Lang Wootten growth rate. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have analyzed our theoretical framework and 
discussed the results of the r e g r e s s i o n in the 
previous chapters. The most important elements in the 
demand function we can conclude are income, and rental 
payment. Among the two elements, income, represented 
by m o n t h l y h o u s e h o l d total i n c o m e , is m o r e 
significant. The absolute value of correlation 
coefficient with mortgage, demand for household income 
is 0.9840, which is bigger than 0.9348 for the rental 
payment. (see Appendix 5 for details) 
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Income and Substitution Effect 
To explain the findings of the previous analysis, we 
can apply the income and substitution effect of the 
conventional demand theory to explain why income is 
more significant in the demand for residential loan. 
For most commodities substitution effect is usually ‘ 
larger than income effect as customer usually spends 
only a small proportion of his income on any one 
commodity. Therefore even a large increase in income 
will not n o r m a l l y lead to a l a r g e i n c r e a s e in 
consumption in one single commodity. ‘ 
66 
Property purchases, on the other hand, involve large 
sums, of money. Moreover, the monthly instalments on 
residential loan take away a substantial portion of 
the total monthly household income. Property is 
dissimilai: to most other commodities, and there is 
little close substitute except to rent a house. This 
may explain why we have only two independent variables 
in our preferred equation i.e. household income and 
rental payment. In Hong Kong, the desire to buy a 
property tends to be sustained even when monthly 
rentals are sometimes lower than monthly instalments 
when occasionally interest rate is high. Therefore the 
demand for residential loanis largely determined by 
the income effort. 
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Commercial Bank Prospect 
The market structure of retail banking in Hong Kong is 
in the form of oligopolistic competition. It has all 
the typical characteristics of an oligopoly. 
1. High Concentration Ratio 
Although there are approximately 13 0 licensed 
banks in Hong Kong, only a small portion is actiVe 
in retail business. The Hong Kong Bank Group and 
the Bank of China Group dominate the market and 
together own 70% of the market share. 
2. Small Product Variation 
The products are very similar if not homogeneous. 
Each bank intends to differentiate its products 
through services and advertisement. 
3. Cartel Arrangements • 
Most of the deposit interest rate, lending rate, 
bank charges and fees are agreed among banks and 
set by the Hong Kong Association of Bankers. 
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4. Price Leader 
r 
The Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank is the price 
leader in the industry. The change in spread over 
the best lending rate is always followed by the 
rest of the banks. 
5. Non—price Competition 
Each individual bank is facing a kinked-curve 
d e m a n d curve and p r e f e r s to use n o n - p r i c e 
competition. Instead of cutting the price to 
a t t r a c t m o r e b u s i n e s s each b a n k t r i e s to 
differentiate its products by providing better 
services, more convenience, longer banking hours, 
etc. to customers. Advertisement is widely used in 
this industry. 
As the price of residential loan is set at a higher 
level, total supply always exceeds total demand. 
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In the analysis the determining factors of the total 
size of residential loan are all uncontrollable 
variables, namely household income, property price and 
n u m b e r of h o u s e h o l d . There is not m u c h e a c h 
individual bank or the banking industry as a whole can 
do in order to influence the total market size. 
However, the commercial bank can use the regression 
model to forecast the total market size. 
Based on these findings, if a commercial bank wishes 
to increase its volume of business on residential 
loan, it should adopt the strategy to increase its own 
market size rather than to influence the total market 
size. After the estimation of total market, size, the 
next step the bank should take is to work out an 
action plan on promotion and differentiate its product 
by providing additional services, adding more retail 
branches, linking up with professionals such as 
s o l i c i t o r s and p r o p e r t y a g e n c i e s , s h o r t e n i n g 
t u r n a r o u n d time for a p p l i c a t i o n s and so on. 
Advertising is also an important influence on the 
choice of bank • The bank should work out the 
promotion plan and pick up the best choices on the use 
of media, tiine and cost. 
4 
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Elasticity of Demand 
The bank can also, based on the regression model 
measure the elasticity of demand on each factor to the 
total market size. The arc elasticity of demand is 
given by the percentage change in the relevant factor. 
Such measurement on the elasticity of demand can 
assist the bank to adopt different strategies and take 
actions in different economic environment. The arc 
elasticity of demand is given as follow, 
Q2 - Q1 X2 + XI 
參 
Q2 4 Q1 X2 - XI 
where Q2, Qi = amount of mortgage 
demand at period 1 and 2 
Xi, X2 is the specific independent 
variable period at 1,2 
For example, the elasticity of demand on household 
income, rental payment for the period of our studies 
is as follows:-
salvators, D. "Managerial Economics" 
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Beginning Closing 冬increase Elasticity 
Mortgage loan 15,285 110,099 620.31 N/A 
Household income 3,311 8,588 159.78 1.71 
Rental Index 160 273 70.63 2.90 
According to the above result, the household income 
elasticity of mortgage loan demand is estimated to be 
1.71 when the household income changes, the total 
mortgage loan demand will change by 1.71 times of the 
change in income in the same direction. Meanwhile, 
the rental elasticity of loan demand is estimated to 
be 2.90. By the same token, the mortgage loan demand 






The regression model on the estimation of total market 
size of loan can be modified and applied to the 
estimation of other aspects. It can certainly assist 
the bank to formulate marketing strategy and planning 
in other areas of business. 
Limitation 
This paper acts as the first step to a series of 
researches on the topic. Due to limited time and 
resources we have only carried out eight regression ： 
• i 
analyses on the date from 19 8 0 - 19 9 0. Should 
additional regression analyses be carried out, it is 
suggested that: 
1. Although the size of data has been doubled in the 
last two analyses and the results improved, better 
results can be obtained if more data are used for 
regression. Data can be expanded by using, for 
instance, statistics of the last 20 years, 
quarterly figures should be added to the model 
and the regression equation should be revised 
accordingly. 
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2. In our study it is assumed that the lagging 
relationships between all independent variables 
and the dependent variable are the same. Only the 
12 months and 6 months lagging periods has been 
tested. It is believed that in actual fact, 
different variables may have different lagging 
time effect. The test on the lagging effect 




3. One proxy has been chosen which is believed to be 
the best to represent each element of the demand 
function after discussions with various bankers in 
the market (see Appendix I). However, there is 
still the risk that the proxy chosen does not 
fairly represent the element. Other possible 
proxies should be tested in the r e g r e s s i o n 
analysis in order to identify a more appropriate 
proxy, e.g. rate of change in property price 




4. The normal problems of regression analysis, have 
I 
not been fully overcome. The SPSS produces a 
table showing correlation relationships among the 
independent variables. The backward elimination 
method has been adopted by dropping the highly 
correlated variables one by one, and thus reduces 
‘ the p r o b l e m of m u l t i c o l l i n e a r i t y . For 
heteroscelasticity and autocorrelation, since 
the number of “ data used in ‘ the . ..study is 
comparatively small, the pattern of the data has 
been examined and these two problems has not been 
found /detected. 
The data on total residential loan are collected 
on a time-series basis. The figures represent the 
intercepts of the supply and demand curve at 
regular intervals. For the last ten years, the 
total residential loan is on a secular upward 
trend. The regression equation serves to forecast 
the next intercept of the supply and demand curve 
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Appendix 
I. List of Interviewed Bank Officers 
1. The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd 
Personal Banking Division 
Retail Marketing Department 
Product Manager 
2. Economist, The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation Ltd 
3 • Wayfoong Credit Limitec;! 
Mortgage Department 
Manager Mortgages 
4. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. 
Individual Banking Group 
Mortgage Business Division 
Product Manager 
5. Security Pacific Asian Bank 
Personal Banking Division . 
First Vice President 
6. Standard Chartered Bank 
Retail Banking Division 
Manager, Mortgage Lending 
7. Senior Manager, Research Department 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. Regression Results Using December Data 
• ^ 一 
— • 
.产一 ‘ 
Page 38 SPSS/PC+ 3/8/91 
* * * * m u l t i p l e - . R E G R E S S I O N * 穴 犬 大 
• ，• 、 
: . - . … 
Listwise Deletion of Missing Data 
Equation Number 1 D e p e n d e n t Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in $000 a 
Beginning Block Number 1- Method: Enter.,^ 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE • .RENTAL . REAL .• 
• , • • ； 
：二 - • 
Variable (s) Entered on Step Number . � 
ll". REAL Real interest rates : . ：.：.：. 
2i'： HSEHOLD Numl^er. 9f Household … 丨丨 ’ 
3:.. PRICE Price Index “ : 4.：； RENTAL Rental Index ；： . i ：：：：：. 
5, J INCOME Household income in $ •, ： 
'• • • • • . • 
• - — • • - , • . • • • • i • » I • ••• 肇 • ••• • » • . • • • I 
Multiple R -99851 丨： ：；：•： ! 
R Square .99701 … . ： • 
s Adjusted R Square -99328 ”一 
Standard Error 2693.11383 “.�.-.. . 
• • • ； • i 
• • * • 
-.:• r 
Analysis of Variance 广 : “ v� - :‘ ：：-DF . Sura of Squares k \ >Mean Square ^  > r /\； ‘ 
•^ Regression 5 9688062009 • 0 9 9 6。二 ^二化， f :::二结::汽^  
V-Relidual : : • 4 29011448 . 5 0 0 4 0� ;记 ^ 2 5 2 8斤 12510 “ 二 二 
...:..-.•:“- •;. ....,:--.- .:.- • • . . . . . . .. •.. • V； v.： . -.^： .. V：.-： ；.：：-：. ：--..,...-. 
.267.15142 : - Signif F = : :0000 ::::社：、•广 
. . . • . • .：• ••• . • • .-；. -v - ；. • , • -V- . .. 
— Variables in the Equation 
. .• • . . ：• .: . -•： • • . . . ••- .. . • 
Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
REAL -1450.00676 707.33024 -.11096 -2.050 .1097 
HSEHOLD -6.28112 68.21153 -.02024 --092 -9311 
PRICE -123.62687 120,44206 -.18755 -1.026 .3627 
RENTAL 294.44746 127.18649 .41278 2.315 .0816 
INCOME 12.65521 4.14560 .75646 3.053 .0379 
(Constant) -39828,35900 81506.85165 . --489 .6507 
End Block Number 1 All requested variables entered. 
8 0 • 
• • 
• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
... •• ‘ — • •• • • i i - t 以 ‘ 办 • • • • •• • I M I . . 
contIt 午 
Page 39 SPSS/PC+ 3 
- … … M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N , ’ * ，‘ 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in 
Beginning Block Number 2. Method: Backward 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
6.. HSEHOLD Number of Household • — - - �• — - - - • - • • . . - - .. . . . . — — • - •.— -
Multiple R .99850 
R Square .99701 
Adjusted R Square .99461 -
Standard Error 2411.34599 
- Analysis of Variance - , 
’ ： DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Regression 4 9688000510.11950 2422000127.52988 
Residual 5 29072947.48050 5814589.49610 
F = 416.53846 Signif F = .0000 • • . •' : • . * * i r 
: —— ， 
Variables in the Equation :: 
… - ; . 
Variable ； B SE 一B Beta T Sig T � 
. . . ： Z 
REAL ‘ -1439.80645 625.5109'i -.11018 -2.302 .0696 " 
PRICE -119.23357 99.01895 -.18088 -1.204 .2824 一 
RENTAL � 292.14900 111,66497 ,40956 2.616 .0473 
INCOME • " 12.28714 .9842:7 .73445 12.484 .0001 (Constant) �47 3 1 8 . 2 0 1 3 0 4695.25577 -10.078 .0002 
f -
Variables not in the Equation ----
Variable... Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T 




. V . 
cont‘t 
Page 40 SPSS/PC+ 
.， . M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N … ， - ， • 
Equation Nmnber 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
7.. PRICE Price Index 
... - --
Multiple R .99807 � 
R Square .99614 
Adjusted R Square . .99421 
Standard Error 2500.13169 
Analysis of Variance o … … � 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Regression 3 9679569506.83142 3226523168.94381 
Reslduai 6 37503950.76858 6250658.46143 
F = 516.18932 Signif F = .0000. 
... 
Variables in the Equation J 
• • . 一 
. v a r i a b l e P SE^B . . Beta | " < Sig T 
• = REXL - -852.i43I3 ：知5.67169 - 0 6 5 2 1 -2^101- .0804 
: R E N T A L -.M67.91995 ：：44.29933 - -.23541 3-791^ .0091 
^ INCOME 12.73464 - .94497 .76120 13.476 .0000 
^ (Constant) -47273.84431 4867.985‘14 -9.711 .0001 
- ‘ . • • • ‘ 
• ： - • • • - • 
• “ . . • . -- z ‘ -
Variables not in the Equation -：— 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler； T S±g T 
、 V • . • 
� � < .�HSEHOLD .06912 .15064 .01327 -341 -^472 
� \ ��� PRICE -.18088 -.-47413 .02442 -1.204 .2824 
、 . . 
End Block Number 2>. POUT = .100 Limits.reached. 
N . • 
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r 
4. Regression Results Using June Data 
— , 
• - • — « 
• . . __ 一 • 一 
• • -
Page 48 SPSS/PC+ -
大大 * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N “ * " 
Listwise Deletion of Missing Data 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable. - MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in . 
-r • • -、 
Beginning Block Number 1. Method: Enter 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
Variable(s) Entered on Step Number �� 
1.. REAL Real interest rates � \ \ 
2.. PRICE Price Index - \ 
_ 3.. HSEHOLD Number of Household 
• 4., RENTAL Rental Index � 
5.. INCOME Household income in $ 
• . . . . . . . . . . 
. . • 
Multiple R ,9961-3 . •； -
: R Square 、：.99228 : 
‘ Adjusted R Square .98264 : 
’ . S t a n d a r d Error 4950.4591t) ’• 1 二 
• -. .. . - ., . . • !：. •‘ - ： . . ... . • . 
Analysis of Variance ：- - ： “ ” ••. 
- DF '^um of Squares Mean Square 
- Regression 5 126^)6240063.09234 2521248012.61847 .r -
�� : Residual 4 ^98028181.00767 24507045.25192 ——• 
. \ 一 . 
’ F V 102.87850 Signif F = -0003 .：： 
. - - -
' . ‘ ••''：• ‘ - . . ... -V .' . . - . . • • ./ r-,- ”：，.--- -,,,-� . ..:..:....、：.---.-•-'.--. - ： .、：-: • :•••. •• - :•*.，： -.；. . . — •-
；.：；.•• .•：> V ： . . . 一 .：-)’-.••-、-.:〜.‘.--—".-:.:•-:••-..-,-‘.••-,--.,-••--- • •••. • - • ‘ ： 
- — — — . Variables • in the" Equation — — ： • 一 一 
. - •... . _ ： 
:B ::洽':‘:Beta :: > V ； T ... Sig T 
； , ： … . 、 . . … 
：二 ：办二 “^  —，（::^ REAL ： - ： . - 1 8 7 ： 4 6 9 3 1 ^ ： 1026144773 01034 一 .183 .8640 
, -149.06507 157.49583 • -.22753 -.946 .3975 
'HSEHOLD -149.28083 .138.98390 — . 4 0 3 5 5 -1.074 .3433 
r V RENTAL 279.54109 207.97708 ；； ,40837 1.344 .2501 
. - INCOME 21.86321 ‘‘ 8.93028 - 1.20404 2.448 .0706 
'(Constant) 123387,39710 172823.4853 .714 .5147 
End Block Number 1 All requested variables entered. 
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• . . .. • . .-..：..:.. 
‘ . ‘ - • • • ..+•.... . • • • ‘ V. • - , • ‘ 
cont‘t 
- ‘ — - ~ - — _ _ 
. 一 • _ — 一 一 — -
* * * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Valu€ • - • 
Beginning Block Number 2. Method: Backward 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
6. . REAL Real interest rates 
Multiple R .99610 . 
R Square .99222 ； 二 
Adjusted R Square .98600 , ” 
， Standard Error 4446.24925 - ； •；： i' 
. Analysis of Variance -
.. \ DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
— Regression-: 4 12605422582.11115 3151355645.52779 
”^ Residual 5 98845661.98885 19769132.39777 
？ F = 159.40789 ^ Signif F. = ... ,0000 - ； v --, 
• . ‘ . - . • • - » . , - . 一 - . . . . . . -. ' ‘ . • • • • . • . + • • - : . . - . . . • , . . • 
, • - . • .•‘ . -
Variables in the Equation 
\、； Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
- ‘ . . - . _ . . ‘ -
��. PRICE -144.72411 139.83466 -.22090 -1.035 .3481 
、 ： HSEHOLD -148.76142 124.80210 -.40214 -1.192 .2868 
RENTAL 275.78556 185.87916 .40288 1.484 .1980 
INCOME 21.94100 8.01159 1.20832 2.739 .0409 
(Constant) 121605.76216 154973.7540 .785 .4682 
Variables not in the Equation 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T 





Page 50^ : SPSS^/PC+ 
.，：**** M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value. 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
7. . PRICE Price Index 
Multiple R .99527 ： i ^  
R Square .99055 ^ 
Adjusted R Square .98583 ‘ ； 
Standard Error 4472.53579 ^^  
-， ； 
Analysis of" Variance . 
.- DF Sum of Squares : Mean Square i 
Regression 3 12584246785.75266 4194748928.58422 
Residual 6 120021458.34735 2(^003576.39122 ： 
-
F = 209.69995 Signif F = .0000 :: ‘ 
； Ife 
\ Variables in the Equation � : 
Variable , B SE B Beta T Sig T 
HSEHOLD -149.47309 125.53803 -.'40407 >1.191 .2788 
RENTAL 112.07613 98.20199 ： .16373 " 1.141 .2972 
INCOME 22.43372 8.04472 1.23546 2.789 .0316 
(Constant) 127449-40819 155786.4718 .010 .-J-J46 
.* . • • . • - ： - - '. ； -
. - •, • . • • . , . 、 . . . . ， . . • - . . • 
• • •. • - ' . ‘ - . 
•• “ • • - . ； • . . • . . •• — , . • • 
Variables not in the Equation 
. ！ 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T ！ ^ ； 
PRICE -.22090 -.42004 7.9937E-03 -1.035 .3481 � 
REAL -2.254E-03 -.01820 8-0103E-03 -.Oil .9691 
- : . . . . . . , . . - . . . • '.:::.. • . . . • • 
• • . . . . • • . . 
• . - - - . . . . - ‘ ： • - . _ . •：• ••.-> ' Q R . 
1 O cJ • • 
.:.:..•.、... • . . . : 
- . • . . .:. - . ‘ 二 - . 
• •• , . . : • - . ‘ - . 
• . . . . . 
• : •’、.*•, . • . • . • 、 ‘ •   ； -‘ . 
cont‘t 
， u SPSS/PC+- ‘ ‘ ‘ • -• Page 51 
M U L T I'P L E R E G R E S S I O N ? " * 
• Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value i 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
8.. RENTAL Rental Index 
.Multiple R 'lltll 
R Square .988t>U 
Adjusted R Square .98522 
Standard Error 4568.15992 
Analysis of Variance 日咖 of Squares Mean Square 
. 9 12558191648.92403 6279095824.46202 
二 二 ^ ''I46076595,17597 20868085.0^514 
F 二 300.89468 Signif F = .0000 • ； 
Variables in the Equati^bn ；i : 
• i 
Variable 一 B一 SE 'e -Beta 二 T Sig T j 
J ：-： ：-• ： I 
HSEHOLD ^-265.89458i 74,73457 -.71878 -3.558 .0092 丨一 
� INCOME ^ 30.64915- 3.66846 1.68789 8.355 .0001 (Constant) 273822.97289'90323.87315 3.032 .0191 
• - • • • 
‘ . ‘ ‘ • - . . 
Variables not in the Equation ‘ . . • •. - -" - • ' - . - V ； 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T | 
- i 
- PRICE .04858 .15943 .01095 .396 .7061 
RENTAL .16373 .42233 8,0220E-03 1.141 ,2972 
REAL -5,556E-03 -,04071 .. ... .03.869 . -.100 ,9237 1 
. End Block Number 2 POUT = ,100 Limits reached. ： 
j ： 






5. Regression Results Using both Dec. & Jun Data 
Page 59 SPSS/PC+ 
^ * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N ，•，-，-,-
Listwise Deletion of Missing Data 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable - . MORTGAGE Mortgage Va luc： 
Beginning Block Number 1. Method: Enter 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
Variable (s) Entered on Step Number 
• - - 1.. REAL Real interest rates 
2-. HSEHOLD Number of Household 
3.. PRICE Price Index 
4.. RENTAL Rental Index 
5.. INCOME Household income in $ 
Multiple R .99624 
R Square •99250 
Adjusted R Square .98982 二 
Standard Error 3481.82098 
. _ 广" 
- . _ . . . • ' • 
Analysis of Variance 
DF .Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Regression 5 22459431216.56979 4491886243.31396 
Residual 14 169723083.18021 12123077.37001 
• .....、• . • . - • :. -二 二 
： F = 370.52360 > Signif'^ F = V-.OOOO :’：： 
- • _ . • . • . • . V . - • 一 ： r 
• • ‘ •• • 
: -...>々  . . “ ‘ ：二… • “S Variables in ^ the Equatidn 一一-•一二^ 
Variable "：…,‘昼“、-^�SE B - - ‘ ‘ Beta T Sig T • . • I • . ^ ; . . . •；- • • . . .-
REAL -845J60301 - ： -1.689 .1134 
1 -；• •.：. - HSEHOLD 
；: : : r ) J P R I C E : , V�:3：：:-116，05273%_:83:;切‘63舊；"'：17660 ":�-1.391 1858 ； 
�:::: : ; —�ren t a l - : : . : 、 : ， V 么：：2 • 901 . 0116 
：:::V INCOME ：： ： ： -.^ 4.430 ： ^ 0 0 0 6 ： 
• ^ fe . V(Constant) ：二扣585‘12692 ^ 72754:57356 ：丄::::V J .558 '^ .5858 “ 
• • • . . ‘ . “ * » . • - • ... . • End Block Number 1 All requested variables entered. .. • • • . • • • • * - •. 
. • . • • • ^  -‘- . . . --- - • • ' • . ' 
• • • - -
• • ' .. . . •• 
• • • 
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• / ‘ -,.， . 
. .•• • . . . . . . • 
- - • - -； •  
. ^ • . “ ‘ 
cont't 
Page 60 SPSS/PC+ ‘ 
… . ， . ， . M U L T I P L E R £ G R E: S S I O ^^  ' • … ' � 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in : 
Beginning Block Number 2. Method: Backward 
INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
• . - 一 - - • - - - - • • - - - -
Variable (s) Removed, on Step Number 
6.. HSEHOLD Number of Household 
Multiple R .99579 -
R Square .99159 
Adjusted R Square .98935 
Standard Error 3561.29326 
Analysis of Variance � DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Rearession 4 22438912154.74545 5609728038.68636 
Residual 15 190242145.00456 12682809.66697 
F = 442.30957 Signif F = .0000 
一 Variables in the Equation ‘ 
、 • 二 variable B ^ SE B Beta : T Sig T ‘ 
- REAL . -839.73165 512.05980 -.05459 -1-640 .1218 • i 
• PRICE -94.80460 83.65674 -.14427 -.1.133 .2749:; 
i ； ^ RENTAL 307.41287 100.46106 -44147 ；3.060 .0079. ^  
！ INCOME 12.069^0 -96005 -68920 12.572 .0000^, 
(Constant) -53893.967^)6 4503.86774 -：^.966 .0000 
- r 一 • -J . . . 
.. Variables not ±h the Equation 广 
Variable Beta In ‘ Partial^ Min Toler T Sig T 




Page 61 SPSS/PC+ 3 
. , - • - • • • " - — - • • - • - - - • - - -
大 * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * 
Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in 
Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
7.. PRICE Price Index 
Multiple R .99543 
R Square .99087 
Adjusted R Square .98916 
Standard Error 3592.79071 ； 
Analysis of Variance ；：' . : 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Regression .一 3 224226239V8.82166 7474207992.94055 
Residual - 16 206530320.92834 1290^145.05802 -
s F = 579.03037 二 Si'gnif F = .0000 
Variables in the Equation 
Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
REAL -516.08310 428.77996 -.03355 -1.204 .2462 
.RENTAL 201.27237 36.65716 .28905 5,491 .0000 
INCOME 12.53448 ,87580 .71573 14.312 .0000 
(Constant) -52746.51311 4427.39182 -11.914 ,0000 
. 
Variables not in the Equation 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T 
HSEHOLD -.18041 -.25411 ,01141 -1.018 .3250 




SPSS/PC+ Page 61 
. . . . M U L T I P L E r e g r e s s i o n … 次 
H.uation Number 1 Dependent V a r i a b l e ? : 腿 T G 継 in 
Multiple R -99501 
R Square .99005 
—Adjusted R Square -98888 一 一 
Standard Error 3639.89334 : - ： 
� Analysis of Variance ^um of Squares Mean Square ； 
. O ”403924299.40461 11201962149.7023 
广 17 ''22^3000^34539 13248823.54973 
F = 845.50618 Signif F = .0000 
Variables in the Equation 
Vayxable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
RIMTAL 215.23603 35.22876 .30910 6.110 .0000 
^I^OMF 1^47821 .88601 .71251 14.084 .0000 二 
(donsLnt) -56536：91077 3152.74487, 一- -17.933 . _ � 
* -r !*：• • • • c •‘ 
f • • . . . . . « • 
：一 Variables not in the Equatlton “ '““ 
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler"' T Sig T 
HSEHOLD -.20328 -.27616 I N S ^ 
PRICE -.02783 -.06250 -03286 ；•思•二: 
VVV ：^ REAL -.03355 -.28814 .20583 -1,204 -2462^ 
• . . . - • • • - . . ‘ - ' • , - • - . . • . . ' • • - ：二 
End Block Number 2 POUT" = .lOO Limits r e a c h e d . : : , 
. . • : : : ： ^ ' • \ " ‘ 
t 
^ • 
• » . . . ‘ — 
Page 44 SPSS/PC+ '3/5/91 � , 
• Correlations: MORTGAGE INCOME HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL REAL 
MORTGAGE 1.0000 .9837** .9348" .8910** , . -.6158 
INCOME .9837** 1.0000 ,9797** .8386* .8802** -.2525 HSEHOLD .9340** .9797*« 1.0000 .7382* .7850* 一•5980 PRICE .8910** .8386* .7382* 1.0000 .9813** -.5676 • RENTAL .9340** .8002** .7850* .9813** 1.0000 -.5693 ： REAL -.6158 -.2525 -.5980 -.5676 -.5693 1.0000 
Minimum pairwise N of cases: 10 1-tailed Signif: * ' -01 ** _ -001 
” . . . i s printed if a coefficient cannot be computed 
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• • • I I . 
、 
Nominal 
6. Regression Results Using/. - Interest Rate 
\ t 
肇 • 參 峰 • • 
p ,, SPSS/PC. 3/8/91 Page 92 
' . 农 . 欠 M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N ， … * 
Listwise Deletion of Missing Data 
Equation Nu.ber 1 Dependent Variable.. MORTGAGE Mortgage Value in $000 a 
• B e g i n n i n g Block Number 1. Method: E n ^ “ 
• -INCOME INTEREST HSEHOLD PRICE RENTAL 
• • 
. • - • . 
• . •' . . . . 
• Variable(s) Entered on Step Number 
1. . RENTAL Rental Index . „ 
2 INTEREST Weighted Interest Rate in 劣 
::.: -3:: ' HSEHOLD Number of Household : ： 一 
.r- ； :二4 PRICE - Price Index 二. ‘ ： • 
•:: . - - INCOME Household income in $ -- -
. • • 二 ： 一 ： 
« -• ‘ . - -
'iV/Muitiple R . ；••99747 - ： ： ' . ‘ 
—••• • QQ^qe； -i-
R Square ； .-.yy^y� » 
•  'Adjusted R 'Square .99315 
V-::v.lStandard ：Error��-:28516.70648 , ： ： 二 : : . 
落 踢 维 够两.农:二二 巧 - s u m of - Squares y Square . . . - . 、 ： - : , : - , . • -
次，？裙闲贫终、rg：^,〈巧二乂二？乂： . >;,； ：？ . - - ••• 
浮 ? .Signif F.= .0000 • : ： ‘ • - -
：,.• : . : ; _ � 二 二 二 ： 二 ― V a r i a b l e s in the Equation _ — — . . ： 
• variable'" B _ SE B .Beta T Sig T 
npNTAL 368.20481 86.74534 .52878 4.245 .0008 
• INTEREST -1356.67493 408.39938 -.14235 .-3.322 .0050 
S f -194.31058 60.42152 -.57100 >3 216 .0062 
po-rrp -115.09941 61.65311 -.17515 -1.867 -08J0 
• ？'COME 97564 3.23786 1.14062 . 6.169 .0000 
(Constant) 1 9 2 3 0 8 . 2 7 8 8 5 7 5 9 5 2 . 3 2 9 3 9 力-532 .02.9 
E;K: Block Number 1 All requested variables entered. 
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